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Abstract—In this paper, we made literature research on the interpretation dimensions and research course of employability. Based on the research, we made literature comment, defined the concept of employability, and inquired into the relationship between employability and talents training under the background of boundaryless career.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research on the concept of employability first appeared in England, and subsequently it was developed and popularized rapidly in America and Canada. Domestic relative research on employability is proposed in the background of some outstanding problems presented with the mass expansion of higher education, such as the employment difficulty of graduates, the steady increase of “structural contradiction” of students’ employment, the abuses of index management of employment rate, etc. In order to have a more deep and more comprehensive understanding and recognition, it is necessary to make literature research and comment on the interpretation dimensions and research course of employability.

II. INTERPRETATION DIMENSIONS OF EMPLOYABILITY

The concept of employability maybe includes seven main explanations in the history research:

A. Describe employability by dichotomy

This explanation was originated in the beginning of the 20th century, mainly prevailing in England and American and continuing to be used up to 1950s. This interpretation method describes employability by simple dichotomy: one may be suit for employment or not be suit for employment, e.g., if physical health, he may find job rapidly in labor market. This system suffers from criticism frequently, because it neither considers the conditions of labor market nor realizes the difference degree between the conditions of employability and unemployability[1].

B. Employability of social medical

This explanation is proposed mainly by doctor and rehabilitation doctor, aiming to improve the employability of disabled people and unemployed group in trouble. According to different emphases, measure standard associated with physical disability and social interaction disorder is adopted[2].

C. Employability of human policy

This explanation can measure the difference between individual characteristic and labor market, including output demand and reception demand. The second and third explanation was mainly originated in America, obviously having individualization limitation[3]. They mainly have an eye to the group that needs help in job hunting, and regard the possible discrimination derived from market conditions and employers as invariable factor.

D. Flowing employability

This explanation mainly has an eye to the rate of the job hunting of laid-off workers. This method makes evaluation by the rate of specific unemployed group. By this method, it may no longer classify according to any unemployed group, or classify according to single unemployed person (differential employability).

E. Employability of labor market action

This explanation considers the related path and statistical information which can be inquired, setting up three special probabilities of defining limitation for group or individual, and using man-hour to denote the probability and pay rate of continuous working period[4]. In this sense, it only belongs to neuter, only being used to evaluate one item by tracing type.

F. Initiative employability

This explanation highlights individual responsibility and ability, and proceeding from personal details, touches the accumulative process of human capital and social capital. It can be defined as the market ability of accumulating personal skills. Its evaluation criteria is the extent of the potentially or already obtained human capital (including knowledge, production capacity, learning ability), as well as the magnitude and quality of the support and help power (social capital) that individual can arouse.

G. Interactive employability

This explanation introduces interactivity and collectivity again, regarded as “significant relative ability that individual obtains, interacting between individual characteristic and labor market”.
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III. MAIN COURSE OF EMPLOYABILITY RESEARCH

The research course of employability, from the appearance of its concept to now, generally experienced three phases.

A. First phase (1950s-70s): the early concept of employability

In this period, the research level of employability lies in individual perspective. There are many relative studies in academic circles of England, and it is further developed in America. In America, it is first defined according to the availability rate of ablebodied workers. The viewpoint of this definition attempts to discriminate those who are taken over suitably (unemployable), such as the aged, or those who hunt job (employable). In 1999, Grzier[5] calls the concept of this employability as “employability of dichotomy”. Employability of dichotomy neither considers the conditions of labor market nor discriminate the definition of employability in all circumstances, such as paying no attention to the career flow and transformation of employees, but only investigate how to solve the problem of employment of laid-off workers.

B. Second phase (1980s-the end of 90s): the formation and evolution of the concept of employability

In the early 1980s, the research on employability turned to enterprise or organization level[6]. Facing variable external environment, enterprise must obtain adequate flexibility to accommodate the changes. In view of the continuous adjustment and change of production, service and work flow, employability becomes a “meta-characteristic” that employers require their employees to have. The long-term or central employees need to undertake more and more flexibility functions. At the same time, in order to deal with the fluctuation of the demanded quantity of employees and the diversity of neatly adjusting work time to accommodate demand, enterprises also begin to employ temporary workers and part-time workers in large quantities. This arrangement causes that labor market is divided into two parts: a primary part-consist of those who go in long-term jobs; a secondary part-consist of those who sign temporary contract and those who go in for odd jobs.

This means that the improvement of employability therefore becomes a responsibility that governments, employers and individual employees undertake together. Its core is how the three parties balance between responsibility and scope. Whereupon, employability evolves into: a core definition; an extended definition; a whole including definition. The extended definition of employability includes all individual characteristics containing will and ability, deciding the all characteristics of present and future position of individual in labor market. In the 21st century, the research on the concept mode of employability basically follows this thinking. Thus, the concept frame of employability is formed basically.

C. Third phase (from the end of 1990s to now): the concept of employability under the background boundaryless career

The 21st century is an age in which boundaryless career predominates. On the one hand, technological advance and transform accelerates the rate of the destruction and creation of post; at the same time, boundaryless career requests that employees can flow among different posts, professions, functions, roles and organizations. The employability of laborers (including various professional specialties and current skills, such as interpersonal communication skills, learning abilities, organizing and coordination abilities) and the adaptability of dealing with the changes in professional environment appear to be very important for enterprises to obtain sustainable competence advantages.

In this phase, the research on the employability of college students becomes an important and unique area in the research on employability. Because western developed countries and most emerging and developing countries have realized the popularity or massilization of high education, the study perspective of foreign employability transfers to college students and institutions of higher education gradually.

Domestic relative research on employability is proposed in the background of some outstanding problems presented with the mass expansion of higher education, such as the employment difficulty of graduates, the steady increase of “structural contradiction” of students’ employment, the abuses of index management of employment rate, etc. Domestic research on employability starts later, the basis is still weak, and making comprehensive and systematical comment on varied study results is rare[6]. These studies focus upon the significance, concept, factor, level, etc., and introduce the research of foreign employability.

Chinese government and the relative departments have realized the significance of cultivating employability. ‘The National Outline for Medium and Long Term Educational Reform and Development (2010-2020) ’ issued by the Party Central Committee and the State Council proposes that vocational education should face everyone, face society, strive to cultivate the professional ethics, professional skills, employability and pioneering ability.

IV. ENLIGHTENMENT OF RESEARCH

A. Research perspective of employability

Foreign research on employability originates the public policy service for government. Facing the unemployment rate during economic adjustment, government cultivates the employability of laid-off workers to improve the employment rate of the whole society. The research perspective has organization (government) level as well as individual level.

B. Boundary career and employability
The 21st century is an age in which boundaryless career predominates. The domestic and foreign research on employability rarely places their perspective in the background of boundaryless career to pay attention to the occupation flow and transformation of employees, but emphatically studies how to resolve the problem of employment of individual or the problem of reemployment of laid-off workers. Its leading idea is that individual realizes employment for life inside organization. Doubtless, studying employability form boundaryless career is an inevitable perspective.
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